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Any space,
Big Impact.

Vinyl graphic applications 

are sure to impress. Utilizing the 

industry’s best materials, printed on 

the industry’s best printers, our wall 

graphics have been seen all around 

the country. Used on a variety of 

surfaces including walls, floors, 

windows and stairs; vinyl can be 

applied to almost anything. 

Our full color vinyl is perfect for 

everything from point of purchase 

displays to large format signage. 

With endless options of application 

and zero size restrictions, vinyl 

graphics are the perfect  way to 

display your message.

Credit Acceptance Headquarters
Southfield, Michigan
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We offer a large inventory of high-quality vinyl adhesive
to best suit each space, environment, and project.

800.732.0815
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-

We have a nationwide network of installers
ready to take on your next challenge.
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Your story,
Stories up.
Enjoy having peace of mind when 

you partner with our experienced 

installation team. With over 50 years 

of combined experience, our team 

can offer solutions for any challenge 

you face, at any scale.

From large format building banners 

to spot decals on vehicles, we have a 

dedicated network of signage 

installers across the country ready to 

take on any project no matter the 

size. It’s this installation network that 

allows us to be your one stop shop 

for all installation needs.

Richmond Raceway
Richmond, Virgina



Entech Staffing Solutions
Troy, Michigan
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Showcase it,
Don’t just tell.
Our dimensional copy will bring your 

message to new heights. We utilize a 

variety of materials including PVC, 

foamboard, acrylic, and aluminum 

composite material - all cut to 

precision using our top-of-the-line

Zund CNC Routing machine.

Dimensional copy is an 

attention-grabbing way to display 

your message, as it can be adhered 

directly to the wall. To create an even 

more unique and eye-catching look, 

dimensional elements can be applied 

over other signage, sit on a rail, or 

even be suspended from above. 
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Dimensional lettering and logos transforms your space
and really make an impression that lasts. 

800.732.0815



Your mark.
Get set, Go.
Many business vehicles can do more than just 

transport. Increase your marketing potential 

with minimal effort. Wheelhouse Graphix can 

design, print, and install your vehicle wraps 

and help distinguish you from industry rivals.  

Epic Primary Care Patient Transport Van
Detroit, Michigan
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Increase your visibility and attract more 

customers with a full or partial vehicle wrap, 

lettering, or removable magnets. Utilize 

reflective materials for larger trucks, and 

incorporate perforated window vinyl for 

complete coverage to make your vehicle attract 

the right attention and showcase your brand. 
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Big or small, every vehicle pops with vinyl wraps
specific to your industry, business, or style. 

800.732.0815
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Use one-way perforated window vinyl
to brighten your exterior or office.

800.732.0815
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The inside,
Looking out.
Looking to cover up messy 

remodeling until you host your grand 

opening? Have an interior office you’d 

like to create some privacy for, while 

still maintaining a clear view through 

the glass from within? Transform plain, 

empty windows with a custom design.

Perforated window vinyl appeals to a 

variety of clients by creating a 

welcoming and bright impression of 

their business. The one-way vinyl 

gives you the ability to see through 

the windows from the inside, while 

displaying an appealing design on the 

outside. No matter how large or small 

your business, utilizing empty window 

space is a smart investment. 

Jonna’s Market
Westland, Michigan

wheelhousegraphix.com



Hang it up,
Swap it out.
Framed textiles offer a stunning

way to transform your space.

Wheelhouse Graphix has unparalleled 

expertise in direct-to-fabric printing. 

We use lightweight framing systems 

and produce vivid color graphics.

Framed fabrics are perfect for making 

an impact, and the possibilities are 

endless. The option is versatile, stylish, 

and best of all: it’s quick and easy to 

change out, allowing you to update 

and refresh your image or

message at any time

Trion Solutions
Troy, Michigan
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Your message,
Made crystal clear.
Utilizing our state-of-the-art color calibration, 

we can accurately print on glass and acrylic. 

Using white or black ink and frosted backing, 

we can even achieve a clean, etched glass 

look to proudly showcase your logo or slogan. 

Trion Solutions
Troy, Michigan

Printed glass and acrylic is truly impressive and 

will certainly stand out. Projects include full walls 

and glass partitions, to stand-off wall displays. 

Glass and acrylic printing provides a uniquely 

modern look of luxury and will remain in tact for 

years, while perfectly presenting your message. 

12800.732.0815
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Our experience with large venues and events allows us
to offer a solution no matter the occasion or space.

800.732.0815



Our goal is to provide your attendees 

with an easy journey around your 

event space, while giving sponsors 

maximum exposure. We specialize in 

walking around your facility and 

identifying spaces for new 

sponsorship opportunities as well as 

upgrading existing signage. 

Wheelhouse Graphix is a large format 

print manufacturer that specializes in 

design, print, and installation of 

graphics for all types of event spaces, 

including sporting facilities and large 

corporate spaces. We will ensure your 

event runs as smooth as ever, from 

concept to completion.
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Large Format,
Grand Scheme.

Richmond Raceway
Richmond, Virgina

wheelhousegraphix.com



Wheelhouse Graphix is proud to be a
WBENC-Certified Women’s Business Enterprise

and a Woman Owned Small Business (WOSB)
800.732.0815
wheelhousegraphix.com

consultation
our team of experts will guide you

through the entire project process

from concept to completion

detailed overviews about location, 

application, and execution ensure

accurate measurements 

concepts turn into realistic

mock-ups to help our clients

understand the finished product

state-of-the-art equipment and

color calibration software make

us a leader in the industry

we stand behind our work 100%

and will not rest until your project is

completed and you’re 100% satisfied

a national installation team

means we have the capabilities

to install jobs coast to coast

survey design

production quality control installation


